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Beautiful Images from IPHAS Survey

Dust lanes in the centre of the Rosette Nebula. Image produced by Nick Wright (UCL) on behalf of the IPHAS collaboration. Size is 30× 20 arcmin,
north to the left, east is down. This image was taken as part of the IPHAS survey and are primarily Hα images taken with the WFC on the INT. For
more images produced by Nick Wright visit http://www.star.ucl.ac.uk/~nwright/imaging.html. IPHAS collaboration web page can be
found at http://astro.ic.ac.uk/Research/Halpha/North/.

Personnel Movements
Clive Jackman escaped our pen on previous occasions, but trust me, he was not forgotten ! Clive for many years was ING’s SuperMan in the
area of electronics and general systems knowledge. His in-depth practical knowledge build up over many years of experience was often essential
to resolve problems quickly. Clive returned to the UK and is now living in Wales.
Richard Bassom left the software team over summer. Richard worked on several of ING’s key systems, and most recently delivered the critical
improvements to the Autofib fibre positioning system. Richard, now living in the UK, will retain ties to ING developments through his work
on specific projects.
Lucy Lawler has worked for five years as Head of Personnel at ING, but returned to the UK with her family during fall. Lucy played a
particularly important role in guiding ING through a difficult period of restructuring, which has now come to an end. She quickly found new
employment and is now looking after a company that is a few orders of magnitude bigger than ING.
Chris Evans was appointed as a PDRA at ING. Like all good things in life, also this came to an end. Chris returned to the UK and is now
employed at the UK-ATC to work on issues related to the future extremely large telescopes.

A big family. This photograph was taken during our summer barbecue in the Refugio de El Pilar, La Palma, and it shows members and
relatives of some of the La Palma-based staff from GTC, ING, TNG, NOT and Mercator. Indeed, a family photograph (credit Olivier Martin).
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